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INTRODUCTION 

 

01: Introduction 

 

Literally, transitional justice means just that: transitional justice.  It is a set of parameters 

employed to attain best practices of governance in transition.  This would entail a positive 

and improved development from the previous governance regime to forthcoming ones.  For 

purposes of this study, it means a transition from one system of government, usually poorer, 

perverted and unacceptable to a better, fairer and reform oriented one where good 

governance and human rights practices are embraced.  This imbues a situation where 

democratic principles and the rule of law suffice to the benefit of the society and her people.  

 

Transitional Justice can justifiably be said to be an evolving, emerging and contested area of 

study1.  Contested because for all this time, it has not clearly come out as a distinguished 

discipline and study area.  It is somewhat mixed grill.  Its emergence can be traced to the 

last thirty years, more so with the emergence of truth commissions and other sectoral reform 

initiatives which seek to decipher, publicize, propagate and make sense of post conflict and 

other internal governance situations. 

 

Again, transitional justice is now conjoined and resonates well with other social justice 

disciplines.  This is expressed as follows; 

___________________________________ 

1Priscilla B. Hayner: Unspeakable Truths, Transitional Justice and the Challenge of Truth Commissions, Routledge, 2nd Edition, 

2010, Page.XV.  See also, Transitional Justice in Kenya; A Toolkit for Training and Engagement, Kenya Human Rights Commission, 

The Kenya Section of International Center for Justice and International Center for Policy and Conflict, Page 14. 

Transitional justice today is a diverse and vibrant field.  As it has grown, it has found common ground with 

social justice movements, as well as the fields of conflict resolution, peace building, and historical memory, to 

name a few.2 
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This sector is backgrounded as follows; 

The field first emerged in the later 1980s and early 1990s; mainly in response to the political transitions that 

took place in Latin America and Eastern Europe – and the claims for justice advanced during those transitions.  

At the time, human rights activists and other concerned with the question of how to address effectively the 

systematic abuses of former regimes but still reinforce – and not derail – the political transformations that were 

underway.  Since these changes were popularly called “transitions to democracy,” people started calling this 

new multidisciplinary field “transitional justice” or “justice in times of transition.” Transitional justice 

measures that were adopted included prosecutions, usually of regime leaders; truth-telling initiatives, such as 

opening up state archives and establishing official truth commissions; the creation of reparations programs for 

victims; and the vetting of public employees, especially (but not exclusively) members of the security forces.3 

 

Transitional justice embodies an attempt to build sustainable peace after conflict.  This is a 

confluence against disorder, misunderstanding, war, repression, economic crimes and 

sabotage, near disintegration, violence, historical injustices, human, economic and political 

rights violations and abuse in society.  It involves prosecuting perpetrators of human rights 

violations, revealing the truth about past crimes and abuse, providing victims with 

reparations, compensation and other forms of restitution besides lustrations.  This also 

couples with reforming abusive institutions and promoting reconciliation with a view to 

fostering peace in society.4 

 

Transitional justice is founded on a background of the human rights discipline.  This is  

 

_________________________ 
 

2 What is Transitional Justice? A backgrounder, 20 February 2008, page 1. 
 

3 Ibid 

 
4 The scope of transitional justice goes well beyond the change of regimes and government.  It involves the desire for change by a 

society seeking to pave away for a difficult and troubled past and start afresh and entails significant regimes of its governance, public 

service institutes and judicial structure. 

 

 

where it derives its potents and relevance due to its search and enforcement of human rights 
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and other such related facets of social interaction.  This is captured as follows;  

As a field has expanded and diversified over the past twenty years, it has also developed an important foundation in 

international law.  One part of the legal basis for transitional justice traces its initial inspiration to the 1988 decision 

of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Velaquez Rodriguez v. Honduras, in which the Inter-

American Court found that all states have four fundamental, or minimal, obligations in the area of human rights.  

These are: 

• To take reasonable steps to prevent human rights violations; 

• To Conduct a serious investigation of violations when they occur; 

• To impose suitable sanctions on those responsible for the violations; and 

• To ensure reparation for the victims of the violations.5 

 

It is founded on the earnest belief that the truth shall be told and known in toto, that the truth 

shall have a soothing and lasting effect on the victims of rights violations and again that the 

resultant healing shall have reconciliation as a necessary ripple effect.  It is also based on the 

belief that reformation of abusive and non-compliant institutions would create trust, 

confidence and therefore come up with acceptable and functional governance systems. 

 

Transitional justice is defined as... 

…..that set of practices, mechanisms and concerns that arise following a period of conflicts, civil 

strife, or repression, and that are aimed directly at confronting and dealing with past violations of 

human rights and humanitarian law.  Transitional justice, therefore, concerns the whole range of 

mechanisms or approaches by states or societies to seek reform, healing and transit from illegitimate 

and repressive rule or situations of conflicts to national reconstructions and good governance. 6 
 

Transitional justice therefore seeks to, through its various mechanisms, end the culture of 

impunity and establish the rule of law in a context of democratic governance.  It reassures 

and reconciles people by providing them with a sense that justice is being undertaken and  

 

_________________________ 

 
5  Supra, see note 2, page 2. 

 
6 Kenya Human Rights Commission, The Kenya Section of International Commission of Justice and International 

Centre for Policy and Conflict, Transitional Justice in Kenya: A Toolkit for Training and Engagement, Page 14. 

 

shall continue to be done.  It also renews the citizen's trust in themselves and the institutions 
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of governance and public service.7 

 

Overall, The UN Secretary General report 2004 “The rule of law and transitional in conflict 

and post-conflict societies” describes and defines the concept of transitional justice as 

follows; 

 
…transitional justice as (the) comprising the full range of processes and mechanisms associated with a 

society’s attempts to come to terms with a legacy of large-scale past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, 

serve justice and achieve reconciliation.  These may include both judicial and non-judicial mechanisms and 

individual prosecutions, reparations, truth-seeking, institutional reform, vetting and dismissal, or a combination 

thereof.8  

 

 

In the Kenyan context, a scrutiny and study of transitional justice becomes necessary as it is 

an example of a society that has suffered conflict, mal-governance and illegitimate rule.  It 

has also undergone gross violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms.  This is 

coupled with impunity, massive corruption and misapplication of public finances and other 

resources et al, which are the order of the day.  It is a case of a society that must confront its 

troubled past and also seek to provide her people with some form of redress for this injustice 

as well as rejuvenating their trust in the institutions of public administration, governance, 

law and order. 

 

____________________ 

7  …The United Nations Commission on Human Rights defines impunity as, “the impossibility, de jure or de facto, of 

bringing the perpetrators of violations to account either in criminal, civil, administrative or disciplinary proceedings- 

since they are not subject to any inquiry that might lead to being accused, arrested and tried and if found guilty 

sentenced to appropriate penalties and to make reparations to their victims 
 

8 Anne Kirstine Iversen, ‘Transitional Justice in Northern Uganda: A report on the pursuit of justice in ongoing conflict’, 

International Development Studies 30 October 2009 quoting UNSC report 2004 at page 4. 

 

 

Transitional justice mechanisms include all measures instituted by a state to enhance 
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governance, governance structures and democratic rule.  These include, but are not limited 

to, constitutional review and reforms, security sector reforms, judicial reforms, anti 

corruption organizations and truth commissions.  These therefore become a necessary 

repository for democracy, rule of law and good governance.  They serve to restore faith, 

trust and acceptance of public service institutions in post conflict or repressive regimes.9 

 

02: The Research Problem 

 

This research is intended to address, interrogate and highlight the place and importance of 

transitional justice as a prerequisite for peace building in the context of Kenya.  This is 

because the Kenyan society continues to grapple with myriad cases of human rights 

violations visiting massive suffering to her populace.  This is an unacceptable position and 

practice that must be addressed with a view to ultimate and consequential resolution in toto 

if good living and peace were to be achieved. 

 

It is also intended to address, interrogate and highlight the place and importance of 

transitional justice as a new, separated and evolving area of study and practice.  It shall 

initially seek to define and illustrate the meaning of transitional justice besides giving 

analysis of its basic tools of operation.  It also seeks to emphasize the need to develop  

 

___________________ 

9  Antointette Mulama, Truth, Justice and Reconcilliation Commission:  Is it a timely and important intervention for 

Kenya?, Katiba News, February 2008 Newsletter, Page 3. 
 

further and clearer knowledge on the area of transitional justice and truth commissions and 
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their role in transitional justice operations, particularly in the Kenyan context.  This would 

be achieved through an intellectual discourse on the scope of transitional justice.  It would 

also incorporate an examination of selected truth commissions set out globally with a view 

to highlighting their achievement and success.  This would also be by way of assessing and 

highlighting their operational modules and also their various incapacity and other failures. 

 

This study, in its endeavor to investigate transitional justice and its appurtenant institutions  

 

intends to supplement the existing knowledge on the subject by developing and adding new 

knowledge to this upcoming field of study.  Good governance, the rule of law and human 

rights as disciplines have acquired centrality in virtually all geo-political and administrative 

systems and therefore the need to further knowledge in this areas. 

 

The purpose of this research, therefore, is to enquire into the meaning of transitional justice 

and also identify the place and intent of truth commissions as instruments of peace, 

harmony, healing and reconciliation in post conflict and other unsavory situations.  This 

would be by way of analyzing the role of truth commissions in entrenching the achievement 

of fundamental rights and freedoms besides good governance in post conflict and other 

situations of human rights violations.10   The success, impact and limitations of these 

commissions as such instruments of peace shall be a critical focus of this study.  This shall  

 

________________________ 

 
10 International Centre for Transitional Justice, Truth and Accountability for Kenya, Page 1-2. See also, International 

Centre for Transitional Justice, Security Sector Reforms and Transitional justice in Kenya. 
always have and bear in mind our local context. 
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It must be noted, however, that the scope of this research is limited to a study and analysis 

of some selected truth commissions with emphasis and focus on Kenya’s Truth Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission.  This would form a proper comparative of the various 

situations and scenarios.    

 

A critical objective of the study, therefore, would be to explain the effect of transitional 

justice, truth commissions and her other sister institutions in the articulation of peaceable 

solutions to the acrimony occasioned by mal-governance, repression and the consequent 

conflict. 

    

03:  Hypothesis 

 

1. That transitional justice is a prerequisite for peace creation after authoritarian rule, 

repression, near collapse and past conflict. 

 

2. That truth commissions are permeators of order, civility, healing and reconciliation 

after repression and conflict. 

 

3. That Kenya’s Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission has failed in its mission 

of being an arbiter for peace building. 

 

4. That Kenya has continued to pay lip service to transitional justice and its eventual 

application and implementation in governance circles. 
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04: Research Questions 

 

1. What is transitional justice and why is it important as a field of study? 

 

2. What is the role of transitional justice in building peace in post conflict situations? 

 

3. What is truth telling and how does it impact on peace building, justice and 

reconciliation? 

 

4. What is the place of truth commissions as conveyors of peace after conflict? 

 

5. Is Kenya’s Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission a success story? 

 

 

6. What is the place of the other transitional justice mechanisms in peace building and 

effective governance? 

 

7. Where goeth order?  Why are there so many impediments to peace, healing and 

reconciliation processes? 

 

05: Justification for the Study 

 

This study is intended to broaden insights into the discipline of transitional justice and its 

possible impact on humankind and her socio-political and legal relationships.  This would 
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be by way of an examination of governance patterns and situations in the larger global 

society with particular emphasis on Kenya.   

 

The emphasis on the kenyan situation comes in that the human rights exposé has required 

that her transitional justice mechanisms be explored, emphasized and strengthened with a 

view to offering sustainable solutions to their application.  In a nutshell, such highlights 

would of necessity be an additive to the search for knowledge on the subject. 

 

As aforesaid, a study of transitional justice becomes necessary with a view to highlighting 

the critical role of the subject in conflict resolution and peace building in contemporary 

society.  As it were, modern society is more often than not embroiled in conflict.  This is 

occasioned by competition over scarce resources (natural or otherwise), power relations and 

above all, human frailty.  Societal relations end up sour and disparaged and therefore the 

need for peace building and creation to avert disaster in real life. 

 

Kenya is not an exception to this global phenomenon of persistent confusion and mistrust.  

This is the more reason why lessons on transitional justice become a necessary prerequisite 

in the circumstances of our case.  A focus on the Kenyan case is our choice as this would 

come out to interrogate and identify the possible sources of conflict with a view to 

suggesting possible remedies for resolution.   

 

06: Theoretical Framework 

It is essential and critical that all research must have its conceptual basis.  This comprises of 

the theoretical foundations on which such study is grounded in order to facilitate an 
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approval or otherwise of the research questions and hypotheses. 

 

In the instant case, a quest into the concept of transitional justice and transitional justice 

mechanisms would almost invariably lead us to the concept of sociological jurisprudence 

and the sociology of law.  This legal theory has always entrenched and upheld the linkage 

between legal order and the social interactions of day to day living.  This is expressed as 

follows; 

 
There is a belief in the non-uniqueness of law, a vision of law as but a method of social control.  There 

is also a rejection of a “jurisprudence of concepts, the view that law is a closed logical order.”11 

 

The Sociological legal theory emphasizes man's nature in his reaction to matters of 

everyday life and survival and that these linkages are a basis for development of law to cater 

for this phenomenon. 

 

Transitional justice aims at responding to man's misdeeds and miscalculations that lead to 

deplorable human relations and terrorist governance relations.  This results in the absence of 

good governance paradigms as expected of modern democratic societies.  This legal theory 

is therefore befitting as a prism for evaluating the role of truth commissions and other 

transitional justice mechanisms as peace building processes and post conflict resolution 

devices. 

 

 

________________________ 

11 M.D.A Freedman, Lloyds Introduction to Jurisprudence, 7th Edition, Sweet and Maxwell, London, 2001, Page.330. 
 

This research aims at constructing a theoretical understanding of the law and legal systems 
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of constitutional states vis-a-vis the social structure.  This is by an enquiry of the role and 

place of law in dictating the conduct of life in open societies.  What constitutes change or 

reform?  What dictates the impetus for such reforms and how far does this propel social-

political change? 

 

Positivism is a legal theory that relates its operation and understanding of law from a 

standpoint of power relations.  Jeremy Bentham, the originator of analytical jurisprudence 

posits that all law is a command from the superior being, called a sovereign to a lesser being  

known as the subject.  The command habitually enjoys obedience from the subjects in 

society and thus the concept of law being the relationship between these two power 

relations.12 

 

The other legal concept this research would wish to interrogate is post modernism.  Post  

modernism is a recent creature13 in legal theory and comes out as a rebellious approach to  

the subsisting legal philosophies.  It exemplifies a paradigm shift from earlier legal theories 

that dealt mainly on trying to explain the place and role of law in defining social 

relationship and goes on to critique and question the same.  This is expressed as follows; 

 

….... Post modernism is the realization that there is “no beyond”, no place “outside of the forms”.  

And this can be celebrated as an exhilarating moment of rapture” for it “defines the system suspects 

all totalizing thought and homogenity and opens space for marginal, the different and the other.  Its  

 

 

 
________________________________ 
 

12M.D.A. Freedman, supra, page 111 
 

13 Ibid, page 746 

stands for “flux dispersal, plurality and localism.  There is a cluster of styles dispersed, strategies, 

preoccupations, texts, recordings, objects and performs.14 
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Post modernism is a calculated departure from the existing legal theories and seeks to 

explain the meaning of law from the standpoint of its effect and impact on citizens.  It 

questions and tests the impact and intentions of legal roles vis-a-vis the subject.  It offers a 

break to those who perceive the role of law as a tool of suppression by one class against 

another in society.  It therefore comes in handy in a test of the role of law in transformation  

 

and reforms from a closed and undesirable system of governance to an acceptable 

reformative post conflict situation. 

 

Legal theory exists to explain the meaning and essence of law in social relations.  Therefore, 

the various legal theories selected as a basis of this research are intended to boost the 

findings on the hypotheses and also offer answers to the basic themes of the research 

besides shedding light on it.    

 
 

07:   Literature Review 

Transitional justice is a socio-legal and political subject in Kenya as would be elsewhere.  

The literature involved should be any materials that offer an insight and understanding of 

the subject in both municipal and domestic fronts.  These scenarios would have to be 

explained with a view to establishing a case for transitional justice and its mechanisms 

particularly in the Kenyan context. 

 

________________________________ 

14 E. Porcell, The Crisis of Democratic Theory: Scientific Naturalization and the Problem of Value, 1973, Page  

159-178 
To this extent, it would be necessary to examine the case for the Truth, Justice and 
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Reconciliation commission (TJRC) of Kenya by delving into its origins and establishing the 

rationale for its formation.  In so doing one would need to look at the notes on the Task 

Force on the establishment of a Truth Commission that was established and inaugurated on 

17th April, 2003 and chaired by Professor Makau Mutua.  This sought to establish a case for 

a TJRC in Kenya and indeed made such a case.15  It can be argued that through this public  

forum, interview and debate, our society was able to overcome denial and agree to confront 

a difficult past through the establishment and implementation of a functional Truth, Justice 

and Reconciliation Commission.16  

 

The Kenyan case shall also call for an analysis of the law relating to the establishment of the  

TJRC, that is, the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2008.17  This is a 

useful build up to this research as it establishes the failures and contradictions of our 

political system and its long time fear of confronting the past through public truth telling. 

 

This study shall also seek guidance in publications by local and international Non-

Governmental organizations covering the subject of transitional justice.  Examples of those 

include Kenya's own Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission.  The Hard  

 

_______________ 
 

15 Republic of Kenya: Report on the TASK FORCE on the Establishment of a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation 

Commission, 26th August, 2003, Page IX 

 
16 The efficacy of the Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission as established has been variously analysed and 

faulted for its basic foundational inadequacies occasioned by the reluctance of a government system not willing to 

relent and let go.  See also, International Center for Policy and Conflict, Monitoring Report of the Truth Justice 

and Reconciliation Commission, A case of Concealing Truth to Reward Impunity 
 

17 Kenya Supplement No.89 (Act No.6 of 2008 
 

Reality18 and Transitional Justice in Kenya.  A toolkit for Training Engagement.19  
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These publications highlight an in depth analysis of Justice Reconciliation Commission’s 

geared and fostering healing, unity, cohesion and reconciliation in then emerging Republic 

of South Africa. 

The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission is a centre piece of success in truth 

commissions globally.   Its mandate and scope was broad and reconciliatory hence its 

acceptability and success. 

The TRC was set up in terms of the Promotion of National Unity  and Reconciliation Act, No.34 of 1995 

and was based in Cape Town.  The mandate of the commission was to hear witnesses to  record and in some 

cases grant amnesty to the perpetrators of  crimes relating to human rights violation, reparation and 

rehabilitation20 

 

 

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa largely comprised of three 

bodies and committees that were expected to oversee and carry out (effect) its mandate.  

These were: 

• The Human Rights Violation Committee said to investigate human rights abuses that 

occurred between 1960 and 1994. 

• Amnesty committee established to deal with issues of amnesty in accordance with 

the provisions of the Act 

• The Reparation and Rehabilitation Committee was charged with restoring victims 

dignity and formulating proposals to assist with rehabilitation21 

____________________ 

18 The Kenya section of the International Commission of Jurists, 2010.  Kenya's own Truth, Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission 
 
19 Kenya Human Rights Commission, The Kenya Section of International Commission of Justice and International 

Centre for Policy and Conflict, Transitional Justice in Kenya: A Toolkit for Training and Engagement, supra. 
 
20 Truth and Reconciliation Commission (South Africa) Page 1. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/truthan Reconciliation-

Commission (South Africa) last visited on 04/08/2008. 

 

21 Supra, see note 1, Page 1 
Public hearing of the Human Rights Violation Committee and the Amnesty Committee were 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/truthan
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held at many venues around South Africa, including Cape Town (at the University of West  

Cape), Johannesburg (at the Central Methodist Mission) and Randburg (at the Rhema Bible 

Church.)22 

 

The Commission was empowered to grant amnesty to those who committed abuses during 

the apartheid era, as long as the crimes were politically motivated, proportionate and there 

was full disclosure by the person seeking amnesty.23 

 

These, as shall be explained later in this paper were equal and adequate for the digging into  

past human rights abuses in South Africa.  This period of interrogation by the commission 

was 1st March, 1960 (the period of the Sharpeville massacre and the 5th December, 1993 

when the final political agreement was reached.  The latter date was subsequently extended 

to 10th May 1994.24 

 

The South African example is to date a pacesetter for other intended, past or even 

established commissions of a like nature in Africa and beyond. 

…......They have won our country the admiration of the world: wherever one goes, 

South Africa's peaceful transition to democracy, culminating in the Truth and 

Reconciliation process, is spoken of almost in reverent tones, as a phenomena that 

that is unique in the annals of history, one to be commended a new way of living for  

 

____________________ 

22 Ibid 

 
23 Supra, see note 1, page 1 

 

24 Supra, see note 1, Page 8 
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humankind. Other countries have had truth commissions, and many more are following our 

examples, but ours is regarded as the most ambitious, a kind of benchmark against which 

the rest are measured.25 

 

Other authoritative literature by various scholars and transitional justice practitioners shall  

also form the bedrock for this research.  Priscilla Hayner26 is a classic example of both a 

scholar and a practitioner of transitional justice and who is also widely published on the 

subject.27   

 

In this context she goes out for a rare and thorough analysis of truth commissions spanning 

the entire globe and comes out with finding on the same besides identifying usual and 

expected challenges.   In an earlier publication, she comes out thus; 

 

This book documents forthy look commissions that were in operation from 1974 to the end 

of 2009.  Twenty one of these were created in the past ten years.  The twenty one most recent 

commissions span all regions of the world and a wide range of political contexts: eight in the 

Americas, seven in Africa, five in Asia and one in Europe.28 

 

__________________ 

25 
Supra,Chairpersons Foreword Volume Six, Foreword by Archbishop Desmond Tutu, See 

http://www.info.gov.za/othe4rdocs/2003/trc/, last visited 04/08/2008. 
 

26 Kenya Human Rights Commission.  The Kenya Section of International Commission of jurists and International 

Centre for Policy and conflict, Transitional justice in Kenya.  A Toolkit for Training and Engagement. 
 
27 Priscilla B. Hayner, The Truth Commission as an Institution for Transition Justice: Lessons and Challenges 

from other countries, International Centre for Transitional Justice New York, see also, Pheroze Nowrejee, 

Preparing for Truth and Reconciliation, Betty Murungi, Making a Case for Universal Jurisdiction in an Age of 

Truth Commissions and Amnesties, Priscilla Hayner and Lydiah Bosire: Should Truth Commission Address 

Economic Crimes? Considering the Case for Kenya, among other materials. 
 

28 Priscilla B. Hayner, Unspoken Truths Transitional Justice and the Challenge of Truth Commissions.  Routledge,   

Second Edition, 2011, page xiv.  She adds; The first edition covered twenty-one commissions.  Several inquiries 

that I counted as truth commissions in the first edition are not included here, as I explain in Chapter 2. 

 

Additionally, this paper would call for a comparative intrusion and analysis of experiences 

http://www.info.gov.za/othe4rdocs/2003/trc/
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in various other jurisdictions on truth seeking commissions.  This would invariably inform 

this necessary conversation on truth commissions in relation to the case for Kenya.  A brief 

attempt of this is as hereunder. 

 

The Peruvian Truth and Reconciliation Commission was established in 2001 and closed its 

doors in 2003.29  This was as a consequence of regime change after the collapse in 

November, 2000 of the government of President Alberto Fujimori thus exposing massive 

corruption in government.30 

 

Human rights violations had been rife since 1980 due to armed conflicts between the 

Revolutionary movement, MRTA, with extra judicial killings, disappearances, torture and 

government and armed insurgent groups the Shining Path and the Tupac Amaru other 

serious violations of human rights and international law31. 

 

The commission's32  mandate directed it to investigate human rights abuses and violations of 

international law attributable to the state or other terrorist organizations between May, 1980 

and the November, 2001. 

 

_________________ 

29 Priscilla B. Hayner, supra, page 35. 
 

30 Ibid, page 36 - 37. 
 

31Ibid, page 36 

 
32 This a reference to the Peruvian Truth and Reconciliation Commission.  See generally Priscilla B. Hayner, ibid, page 

35 – 39. 

Despite controversy over appointment of its thirteen member composition, the commission 

was able to come up with a report in August, 2003.  Its terms of reference were:- 
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• to determine the conditions that gave rise to the violence 

• contribute to judicial investigations 

• draft proposals for reparations 

• recommend reforms and 

• to look at violations for the collective rights of the native and Andean communities. 

 

Compelling public hearings were held and exposed these atrocities and violations through 

interrogations of culprits including critical segments of the terrorists who offered apologies 

to their victims. 

 

Due to the advantages of a well founded database consequential upon detailed and advanced 

record taking, the exercise unearthened the class nature of human rights abuses with 

75%coming from poor indigenous communities and covering particular regions.  Ironically, 

54% of deaths and disappearances arose from Shining Path comparative to 37% attributable 

to the goverment33. 

The commission submitted its final report first to the president with full national 

media coverage and then to the public in a commission at Ayachicho, at the heart of 

most affected area.  In addition to its nine volume final report (plus another twelve 

detailed volumes), the commission submitted a confidential report recommending 

criminal investigation in relation to dozens of accused perpetrators.34 

 

 

____________________ 

33 Priscilla B. Hayner, supra, Page 36 

 

34 Ibid, Page 37 

The commission and its report received very limited political support for its work.  

However, pertinent attempts were made at implementation, more so on the area reparations.  
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The courts were upward towards prosecutions of perpetrators of corruption and abuses but 

this was largely inadequate in the circumstances. 

 

Truth Commissions as is evidenced in the Peruvian case attain varied degrees of success and 

failure.  It is explicit from these occurrences and experiences that transitional justice 

mechanisms and truth commissions generally are diametrically related to relative political 

goodwill and mood existing in society at their onset, conduct and implementation.  These 

cases therefore form the bedrock against which the conversation on truth and justice 

commissions in other jurisdictions shall be had. 

 

In the Kenyan context, it can be reliably argued to the post election violence after the 

December, 2007 elections ushered in a constitutional crisis that not only created a 

constitutional moment but also fomented the formation of a Truth Justice and Reconciliation 

Commission.   

 

A scrutiny of the historical background of the legal regime culminating in the Truth, Justice 

and Reconciliation Commission Act, 200835 offers a good explanation of our law on the 

subject. 

 

___________________ 

35 Kenya gazette Supplement No.34 (Bill No.10) 

 

In an effort towards the establishment of a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission in 

Kenya, the publication of the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission Bill, 2008 dated 
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the 9th May, 2008 was done.  The intention of the bill as outlined in its preamble was: 

“An Act of parliament to provide for the establishment, power and functions of the Truth, Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission and for connected purposes.”36 

 

The realization of the need for securing stability in Kenya after the political crisis arising 

out of the disputed December 27, 2007 presidential election results once more brought the 

fore need for establishment of a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission to imbue 

healing and harmony besides ushering in a rule of law democratic state. 

 

The memorandum of objects and reasons for the bill were: 

This bill seeks to establish a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission as a body corporate that 

will be charged with the responsibility of promoting peace, justice, national unity, healing and 

reconciliation among the people of Kenya.  The Bill is borne of the realization that lasting peace and 

co-existence cannot prevail in Kenya unless historical injustices and violation and abuse of human 

rights have been addressed.37 

 

The idea of the bill was based on the following historical background: 

 

The bill emanates from the deliberations of the National Dialogue and Reconciliation committee 

which was formed after a political crisis ensued following disputes on the outcome of the Presidential 

elections held on 27th December, 2007.  The political crisis brought to the surface deep-seated and 

long-standing divisions within Kenyan society and to heal those divisions, a raft of constitutional, 

legal and political measures to defuse the crisis were proposed, among them being the formation of a 

Commission to deal with historical injustices and violation of human rights.  The establishment of the 

Commission was conceived with a view to addressing historical problems and injustices which, if left 

unaddressed, threatened the very existence of Kenya as a modern society”.38 

 

_________________ 

36 Kenya gazette Supplement No. 89 (Act No. 6) 
 

37 Supra, see note 36. 
 

38 Ibid.  

 

The issue of analyzing, discussing, recognizing and righting historical injustices and blatant 

violation and abuse of human rights in Kenya was therefore at the fore and would have to be 
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addressed via a truth, justice and reconciliation commission, if our stability had to be 

reinvented and sustained. 

 

There was varied public debate on the sustainability of the bill as an adequate tool for the 

establishment of the commission with some quarters arguing that the bill is shallow and  

wanting and would require a revamp if it had to adequately meet the criteria for an effective 

truth, justice and reconciliation commission that would bring about stability through 

investigations, dialogue and debate of the social-political goings on in society.   

 

 

The Peace and Development Network Trust (PeaceNet-Kenya)39 was in the forefront of 

establishing an atmosphere for consideration of a case for transitional justice where a truth, 

justice and reconciliation commission is established with a view to nurturing a case for truth 

telling that ultimately propels national unity, trust healing and understanding. 

 

“In February, 2008, PeaceNet Board of Trustees and the Coordinators” Forum inaugurated a project on 

Transitional Justice in Kenya.  Through the life of this project, PeaceNet Kenya has espoused several 

discussions with various stakeholders, policy makers and interest parties on the need for truth, justice and 

reconciliation process to promote peace, justice national unity, healing and reconciliation among the people of 

Kenya”.40 

 

 

_____________________ 

 

39  PeaceNetKenya is a national umbrella organization of NGO's, faith based organizations, CBO's and individuals 

committed to encouraging collaboration, facilitation and mobilization of local initiatives in peace buildings,  

promoting of justice, security section reforms conflict resolution.  
 

40 The standard, 13th June, 2008, page 29. 

In the above rejoinder, PeaceNet-Kenya comes up with an analysis and to a large degree 

critique of the bill and highlights areas where it could be amended and improved to provide 
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and facilitate a better overview of the mandate of the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation 

Commission.  In Part 1 of the bill (Preliminary definitive) part of the bill is faulted for 

providing for a meaning of victim that may cater for or exclude those who suffer harm in the 

form of mental injury, emotional suffering or even pecuniary loss and plead that this be 

broadened to accommodate this aspect of suffering.   

 

There was also a recommendation of the enhancement of the composition of the selection 

panel for the commission41 to include bodies knowledgeable on human rights, peace 

building and conflict resolution management than had been provided by the bill.  This 

analysis by PeaceNet-Kenya was detailed, analytical and an adequate critic that shall be 

utilized in furtherance of the development of this paper. 

 

The bill was also too emphatic on amnesty and downplays the issues of lustration, 

reparation, compensation and restitution et al, necessary for the attainment of an effective 

truth, justice and reconciliation commission process.  It is from the onset lacking in the 

establishment of an instrument and atmosphere necessary for the attainment of healing, 

bonding, trust and reconciliation due to its superficial executive of modulation and 

stratification.42   It is not pro-people and seems to be more emphatic on the perpetrator other 

than the victim. 

_____________________ 

41 Section 9. 

42 See the clauses for appointment and removal espoused in sections, 10 and 19 of the bill. 

With the enactment of the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission Act aforesaid, this 

commentary on the bill is moot.  The Act now encompasses all elements of the bill and its 
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consequential weaknesses and failures. 

 

The need for a truth, justice and reconciliation commission in Kenya cannot be gainsaid.  

This is more so bearing in mind our political development since the 12th December, 1963 

and the practices of all the four political regimes that have been resulted in a lopsided 

human rights record, political repression and denial of basic human rights like liberty, food, 

shelter and a sustainable environment.  Political repression and subterfuge has resulted  

in historical injustices exemplified by denial of basic necessities like education, medicine, 

land, food, human dignity not to mention, conscience, movement, fairness, speech, worship 

and religion.  It is on the above premise that the subject matter is going to be interrogated. 

 

Priscilla B. Hayner 43 has gone to length in her analysis of truth commission at international 

level and this is an all very useful read.  However, this broadness and detail would serve to 

eclipse the actual import of our Kenyan case.  It is intended that a dual investigation of the 

meaning and practice of transitional justice globally be configured to our domestic front so 

as to bring a clear understanding of the local situation.  This literature is therefore intended 

to serve as the basis of this research and also act as a background and guide to other useful 

works on the subject.  This shall go far in highlighting the concept of transitional justice at 

municipal and domestic frontiers thus filling the void that would emanate from the 

partisanship of a mere local overview.   

_________________ 

43 Opp. Cit., see note 1, page 1. 

Transitional justice as an emerging area of study and practice cannot be said to be total or 

complete.  This is because existing literature on the subject has not effectively settled all that 
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would require to be said on the subject.  This applies to both the domestic and international  

fronts.  Again, experiences in different jurisdiction would always yield different results.  A 

comparative study would be necessary to expose and highlight such confrontation and 

divergence on the subject.  The case for kenya is still in its infancy and therefore the need 

for further research with a view to filling the existing void on the subject.   

 

08: Research Methodology 

This thesis shall largely rely on library research as a methodology for collection, collation 

and compiling of data.  This is the secondary data collection method that involves an 

investigation of published and unpublished material on the subject.44 Examples of these are 

publications of foreign governments and international bodies and subsidiary organizations, 

books, magazines and newspapers, reports written by research scholars, universities and 

economists et al and other sources of published information.45 

 

This research also intends to partake a direct approach to data collection.  Primary data46 

will be collected through interviews with the officers of the Truth, Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission of Kenya and victim participants including reknown actors in  

________________________ 

 
44 Secondary data means date that is already available, that is data which have already been collected and analyzed by 

other actors.  “These are not original and when a researcher utilizes secondary data, then he has to look into various 

sources from where he can obtain them. 
 

45 C.R. Kothari, Research Methodology, New Age International Publishers, Second Revised Edition, page 111. 
 

46 “Primary data is that which is collected afresh and for the first time, and thus happen to be original in character.”  

This data is therefore from the horse's mouth and more reliable than secondary data, See, C.R. Kothari, Ibid, page 95. 

 

other international truth commissions.  This would involve the preparation of data collection 

tools like questionnaires that would facilitate expedient acquisition of data from relevant  
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sources.47  

 

Analytical research, like in the present case, of necessity requires that the researcher goes 

out to utilize the secondary materials obtainable in libraries and other collections as a basis 

for data collection.  This is because most of the required data is already documented and 

available and therefore this research would purpose to identify the same and broaden it by 

way of analysis, critique and addition.  It is, however, notable that due to the peculiarity of 

transitional justice practices and the importance of addressing such situation independently; 

it would be necessary to dialogue and interview respective players to get a glimpse of their 

particular experiences on the subject.48 

 

 

In this research project, it is intended that interviews be partaken with inter alia scholars, 

experts and other actors of transitional justice at the international and domestic fronts.  

Other consults are practitioners, victims of human rights violations, officers, staff and 

commissioners with a view to establishing the practices, experiences and expectations and 

even possible outcomes of truth commissions particularly in the circumstances of our local 

case.  This shall in a long way go out to approve or otherwise explain the various issues  

 

________________________ 
 

47 Ibid, Page. 100.. 
 

48 This study would of necessity require interviews as a research methodology and approach.  Annexed herein are 

questionnaires targeting the officers of Kenya’s TJRC, perpetrators and victims of human right violations and other 

actors.  It is intended that interviews be conducted on two persons in each category. 
raised in the research hypothesis.49
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Research question number one as is intended to lead into an interrogation on the meaning of 

transitional justice, its justification and importance as a newfound study discipline.  

Secondary data collection methods by way of library research therefore become useful as a 

basis of facilitating this aspect of the research.  This is because this method shall lead to 

library materials such as books, journals, periodicals, reports, case law, historical documents 

and other published information that offer invaluable knowledge on the subject.  Besides, an 

exploration of the internet can also be useful as a basis of data collection in the 

circumstances.  This would be by way of discourse with scholars, researchers and other 

transitional justice practitioners with a view to ascertaining and broadening the conceptual 

analysis and meaning of transitional justice. 

 

In a nutshell, the use of primary and secondary methods of data collection as espoused 

above, that is, library research and selected interview data collection methods would be 

appropriate in navigating the research questions as listed herein.  This would also lead to an 

approval and or disapproval of the hypotheses as set out.  It would further simplify the 

research methodology and amplify the possibility of an enhanced research output. 

 

 

________________________ 
 

49 Ibid.  It would be especially interesting to meet an interview international power horses on the subject like Priscilla B. 

Hayner and her colleagues  at the International Centre for Transitional Justice, among others. 

 

 

09: Chapter breakdown 

Chapter 1 – What is Transitional Justice? 
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Chapter one delves into a conceptual analysis of transitional justice.  It seeks to answer the 

question as to what transitional justice is.  This is by a research into existing definitions and 

descriptions of the concept of transitional justice.  As stipulated earlier, this is an upcoming 

and new discipline and therefore the necessity to develop and establish its meaning and 

parameters of operation.  It is at this early stage that the research intends to formulate the 

researcher's description and definition of transitional justice besides highlighting its critical 

role in current global socio-legal and political studies.  It is also here that I intend to amplify 

the importance of good governance and the need for constitutional and other reforms 

including the articulation of the same in situations of conflict, civil strife and misrule.  A 

conclusion in this is made. 

 

Chapter 2 – The Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission of Kenya: An overview 

and comparative analysis. 

This chapter is intended to interrogate the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission of 

Kenya with a view to establishing its intents, practices and impact on the Kenyan social-

political sphere.  This would open up by an analysis of the history, origins and legal 

foundations for the Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission in Kenya besides the 

practical justification for the same.   

 

This chapter also undertakes an analysis of truth commission in selected other jurisdictions 

with a view to offering a comparative analysis of our situation and other global experiences.  

A select from the cases for the Republic of South Africa, Morocco, Timor Leste, Guatemala, 

and Peru besides Sierra Leone, Rwanda, Ghana, DRC, Nigeria and Angola would be worth 

of note.  This shall be expressive of the impact of truth commissions as transitional justice 
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mechanisms for resolution of post conflict and peace creation.  This shall go a long way in 

establishing the commonalities or otherwise of these institutions inter se, and vis a vis the 

kenyan case.  Again, a conclusion is made. 

 

Chapter 3 – The case for Transitional Justice in Kenya 

Chapter 3 delves into the necessity for transitional justice interventions in Kenya.  It would 

seek to justify a situation for transitional justice and the historical basis for the same.  This 

would also investigate other transitional justice mechanisms proposed, adopted and adapted 

in Kenya to remedy the perennial conflict situation in this country. 

 

It would also seek to explain the practice and acceptability of the reform agenda as adopted 

and its impact on liberty, human rights and the rule of law.  The ripple effect of this on 

people's rights and fundamental freedoms would be investigated and underscored.  A 

conclusion of this would be made. 

 

Chapter 4 – Emerging Trends and Conclusions  

This is the concluding chapter of the thesis.  It highlights the successes and failures of 

Kenya’s transitional justice practices and also seek to establish whether these have 

culminated in formenting a peaceable situation in our usually volatile society.   It also seeks 

to establish the impact, success and failure of the Kenya TJRC and other transitional justice 

mechanism employed internally to resolve issues arising from human rights violations 

leading to denial of basic fundamental rights and freedoms.  This chapter shall close with a 

formulation and proposal for a way forward in this regard. 
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AN EVALUATION OF TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE AS A PREREQUISITE FOR 

PEACE BUILDING: LESSONS FROM THE KENYAN EXPERIENCE. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

0.1 Guidelines And Rules 

1 Participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and undue influence or duress shall 

not be entertained whatsoever. 

2 Basic rights on privacy of the interviewee shall be observed at all times. 

3 The interviewees can choose between an oral or written presentation of the data required 

by this questionnaire. 

4 Participants have the right to non disclosure (anonymity) of their persons and other 

particulars: they however can surrender this right and allow a choice of disclosure. 

 

0.2 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FORMER OFFICERS OF THE TRUTH JUSTICE 

RECONCILIATION COMMISSION – KENYA. 

1. Was there a justifiable case for a TJRC in Kenya? 

2. What were your experiences during the entire process to the close of the commission? 

3. Were there logistic and administrative stumblers to the process? 

4. Did the commission meet its legal, social – economic and other expectations? 

5. Cite the fundamental findings of the commission. 

6. Are you happy with the findings and results of the commission? 

7. Is there anything else you would like to say or highlight on this subject (TJRC.) 

We thank you for your participation in this interview. 

 

END 

AN EVALUATION OF TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE AS A PREREQUISITE FOR 

PEACE BUILDING: LESSONS FROM THE KENYAN EXPERIENCE. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

0.1 Guidelines and Rules 

1. Participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and undue influence or duress shall 

not be entertained whatsoever. 

2. Basic rights on privacy of the interviewee shall be observed at all times. 

3. The interviewees can choose between an oral or written presentation of the data 

required by this questionnaire. 

4. Participants have the right to non disclosure (anonymity) of their persons and other 

particulars: they however can surrender this right and allow a choice of disclosure. 

 

0.2 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ALLEGED PERPATRATORS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

VIOLATIONS IN KENYA. 

1. Who are you? 

2. How did you approach the TJRC as a participant? 

3. What did you do to warrant a place in the hearings of the TJRC? 

4. What motivated or prompted the activities complained of by your victims? 

5. What was your experience during these hearings? 

6. Did you enjoy the proceedings of the TJRC? 

7. Did you make a presentation or a confession of violations of the right of your victims? 

8. Are you able to compensate the victim (s)? 

9. Are you willing to compensate your victim (s)? 

10. Are you satisfied with the findings of the commission? 

11. Was there a justifiable case for a TJRC in Kenya? 

12. Is there anything else you would like to say or highlight on this subject (TJRC.) 
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We thank you for your participation in this interview. 

END 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

0.1 Guidelines and Rules 

1. Participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and undue influence or duress shall 

not be entertained whatsoever. 

2. Basic rights on privacy of the interviewee shall be observed at all times. 

3. The interviewees can choose between an oral or written presentation of the data 

required by this questionnaire. 

4. Participants have the right to non disclosure (anonymity) of their persons and other 

particulars: they however can surrender this right and allow a choice of disclosure. 

 

0.2 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VICTIMS OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN    

KENYA. 

1. Who are you? 

2. What violations were meted on you by the perpetrator /molester (s) or aggressor (s)?  

3. How did you approach the TJRC to launch your complaint? 

4. What motivated or prompted the activities you complained of at the commission? 

5. What your experience during these hearings? 

6. Were you accorded you fair share of human dignity and respect during the 

proceedings? 

7. Did the officers of the commission award you adequate time and space to present 

your case and heal? 

8. Did you enjoy the proceedings of the TJRC? 

9. Are you satisfied with the findings of the commission on your case? 

10. Did you make a claim for compensation for these wrongs? 
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11. Has such compensation been forthcoming? 

12. What form of compensation would you prefer in the circumstances? 

13. Is there justice in your case? 

14. Is there hope for justice in your case? 

15. Are you satisfied with the overall findings of the TJRC – Kenya? 

16. Was there a justifiable case for a TJRC in Kenya? 

17. Is there anything else you would like to say or highlight on this subject (TJRC.) 

We thank you for your participation in this interview. 

END 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

0.1 Guidelines and Rules 

1. Participation in this interview is strictly voluntary and undue influence or duress shall 

not be entertained whatsoever. 

2. Basic rights on privacy of the interviewee shall be observed at all times. 

3. The interviewees can choose between an oral or written presentation of the data 

required by this questionnaire. 

4. Participants have the right to non disclosure (anonymity) of their persons and other 

particulars: they however can surrender this right and allow a choice of disclosure. 

 

0.2 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SCHOLARS, RESEARCHERS AND OTHER 

TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE ACTORS AT DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL 

FRONTS. 

1. Who are you? 

2. What would you say is transitional justice? 

3. Why transitional justice? 

4. What has been your role as a promoter of transitional justice as a new found discipline? 

5. What are your publications on the subject? 

6. What is your thesis on the subject matter? 

7. Are you aware of the Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission of Kenya? 

8. What is your take on this? 

9. Was there a justifiable case for a Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission in 

Kenya? 

10. Are you happy with the findings and results of the commission? 
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11. What comparatives would you cite on the Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission 

– Kenya vis-à-vis other jurisdictions? 

12. Is there anything else you would like to say or highlight on this subject of Transitional 

Justice, generally or specifically? 

We thank you for your participation in this interview. 

 

END 

 

 


